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Georgia’s October PMI reading of 54.6 is the result of in-
creases in all but one of the underlying PMI variables, with 
the strongest increases coming from 10.7 and 10.8 point 
increases for New Orders and Production respectively.  
New Orders and Production’s increases are the second con-
secutive month of improvement for these two variables. 
Employment on the other handle barely increased by 0.6 
points, which suggests these manufacturers are meeting 
increased demand and production without increasing their 
employment levels. At the same time, Finished Inventory 
increased 9.6 points, which is a voluntary increase given 
the increase in New Orders and Production. 

Supplier Delivery Time is the only variable that decreased 
by 4.3 points to 50.0. Since this implies faster delivery time 
it is not consistent with the other increases. Commodity 
Price experienced the second consecutive increase to 69.4 
points.   

The National ISM PMI slipped to 50.9 in October and is 
below the GA PMI of 60.7 and slightly above the South-
eastern PMI of 50.8. New Orders and Production decreased 
0.9 and 5.0 points respectively. This is the fourth consecu-
tive decrease for the National PMI. It is the third consecu-
tive decrease for the Southeastern PMI. GA’s PMI trend has 
been higher and more volatile than both PMIs for July, 
September and October.

October’s New Order’s increase is the result of 20.9% 
more participants reporting “higher” New Orders.  Pro-
duction’s 10.2 points increase is the result of 13.6% more 
participants reporting “higher” and 6.7% less participants 
reporting “lower” Production. Employment experienced 
a 0.6% of a point increase as a result of minimal changes 
in participant reporting.  Finished Inventory increased 9.6 

points based on a 20.1% increase of participants report-
ing “higher” inventory, which is the same increase for New 
Orders. Supplier Delivery decreased 4.3 points due to 9.7% 
more participants reporting faster delivery. Commod-
ity Prices increased 8.5 points to 69.4 points as a result of 
12.6% more participants reporting “higher” commodity 
prices.  

In a related report, the September Industrial Production 
Report reported manufacturing production increased 
0.1%, at the same time August was revised down to -0.4% 
from -0.3. The good news is the 0.4% and 0.3% respective 
increases in Business Equipment and Business Supplies. 
Auto production was down 3.3%, but excluding auto the 
manufacturing increase was a 0.3% increase versus the 
0.1% including auto. Construction production, as expected, 
decreased by 0.2%. Capital spending and exports continue 
to support these growth numbers.

October’s GA PMI increase is the second consecutive in-
crease. As in September, both New Orders and Production 
led to this increase. This time Production matched the in-
crease in New Orders and Finished Inventory’s increase was 
much stronger. The Industrial Production report suggests 
that manufacturing was stronger than first anticipated 
by that report. The housing sector remains a major drag 
on the manufacturing sector, the financial markets and 
the broader economy, yet the manufacturing sector even 
though its growth has slowed has weathered this storm. 
The storm is not over, but so far this sector is still growing. 

The SE PMI of 50.8 is a 0.3 of a point decrease. SE NO’s 
increase of 3.7 points for the most part offset decreases for 
P, E, and Supplier Delivery.

Georgia Purchasing Manager’s Index Report
Furnished by Don Sabbarese, Ph.D., Kennesaw State University Econometric Center

 Higher Same Lower
New Orders 20.1 -18.8 -1.3
Production 13.6 -6.9 -6.7
Employment -0.1 1.4 -1.3
Deliveries 1.0 -10.7 9.7
Finished Inventory 20.1 -20.9 0.8
Commodity Prices 12.6 -8.3 -4.3

Change In Percent of Participants Reporting Higher, Same and Lower
OCTOBER-SEPTEMBER
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ITEMS IN SHORT SUPPLY
 “Purified isophathalic acid/ diethylene glycol, ethylene 

glycol, alloy scrap, low & high carbon chrome, bearings, 
pumps, methanol, radiator fluid”
PRODUCTS WITH HIGHER PRICES

“Commodities, metals, copper has increased 30-40 cents 
per pound on the COMEX, corrugated, old corrugated, res-
in, diesel, fab steel scrap, alloy scrap, low carbon chrome, 
high carbon chrome, pig iron, petroleum based products, 
products made from steel, batteries due to increase in lead 
prices, oil based products---oils, emulsions, bearings, steel, 
valves, chemicals, quats, copper, ethanolamines, hydrogen 
peroxide, jet fuel, petrochemicals, fuel, lead, resin, copper, 
batteries (lead cost), select plastics (oil related), chemicals, 
corrugated”
PRODUCTS WITH LOWER PRICES

“Grains. Electronics, aluminum based products”
PRODUCTS WITH SAME PRICES

None
BUYING POLICIES

“Lowering inventory levels for our normal slow season”

“Adding before another raw material increase”
“Reduced lead times allow us to lower inventory levels”

GENERAL REMARKS
“Our normal slow season seems to be kicking in earlier 

this year”
“Oil prices are high but will they break $100”
“Good current business, need to sell more”
“Slow housing market greatly affecting our purchases”
“Exchange rate becoming a concern”
“Slow down in sales of construction equipment due to lower 

housing construction”
“Oil prices are heavily impacting freight charges”
“The global market is affecting our supply base to the point that 

I am planning on forming teams to perform due diligence and as-
sess the supply base as the global situation in impacting NA”

“International mfg items-quality a concern for polymer insula-
tors”

“Steady”
“It seems that raw material is slowly rising”
“Weakness of dollar assisting export sales while impacting the 

cost of imported components. Strength of yen impacting im-
ported costs. Asia/Pacific order file slightly improved. Cost up for 
lead and copper”

COMMENTS FROM SURVEY PARTICIPANTS REGARDING CONDITIONS THAT 
AFFECT PURCHASING OPERATION:

ships.  Who provides you with the information and tools you 
need to do your job and how could that process be improved?  
Who are the “customers” for your services within the company 
and how can you help them become more productive?

But don’t stop there.  Look at your department as a whole 
and at other departments.  As you begin to apply your intra-
preneur’s analytical skills, you’ll be surprised at the opportuni-
ties for contribution you’ll see.
4.  Do Your Homework. 

Don’t expect that just because you come up with an idea, it 
will automatically be implemented.  For adoption to happen 
in a corporate environment, three conditions must be met:

Practicality.  You must have worked out the details and 
have tested that the idea can be put into practice.  Then you 
need to have the numbers that prove its efficacy. 

Scalability.  You’ll need to be able to show that your idea 
will work on a large enough scale to make a significant differ-
ence to your department or company. 

Acceptability.  The improvement you propose must push 
the envelope, but not so far that it operates outside the realm 
of acceptable business practice or the boundaries of the cor-
porate culture in which you work. 

Most successful intrapreneurs find that they must try sev-
eral approaches before achieving appropriate solutions to the 
problems they’re trying to solve.  They also find ways to “try 
the best methods out,” “get objective input” and “gauge their 
results” before proposing their solutions to management.

5.  Ask Questions; Take Risks; Document Your 
Results.

When you see a process or procedure you think could be 
improved, find diplomatic ways to ask the questions that will 
put you on the trail of a solution.  You will have to take on 
some level of risk in order to achieve a successful result, but 
you can minimize its downside by meeting the three condi-
tions outlined in item #4.  Then do the documentation neces-
sary to (1) establish your role in creating the solution; and, (2) 
assign a quantitative (and monetary) value to its impact on 
the problem it was designed to solve. 

The late United Nations Secretary-General Dag Ham-
marskjöld once said, “The next task is the measure of your 
strength.”  When you take personal responsibility for finding 
it, there is always a next task, a new challenge, a unique test, 
and always a fresh opportunity for intrapreneural accomplish-
ment.  Properly documented, these achievements become 
your golden portfolio, a coin that is equally valuable in your 
current company and in any other companies that fall within 
the trajectory of your career.

Happy hunting!

Jon Harvill CPC, NAPM-WG Career Center Director, can be 
contacted at 770 952-0009, JHarvill@DunhillAtlanta.com or visit 
Dunhill’s website at www.DunhillAtlanta.com
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